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Plate I.
Sugarcane Borer Stages and Work in Cane
Fig. 1, living moth in resting position; fig. 2, large batch of eggs;
fig. 3, full-grown larva; fig. 4, pupa; fig. 5, heavy infestation in cane
stalks. Photos by T. H. Jones. Figs. 1-4x4/1.
SUGARCANE BORER CONTROL AIDED
THROUGH UTILIZATION OF INFESTED
AND TRAP CORN
W. E. HINDS and HERBERT SPENCER
Preface
For more than thirty years the sugarcane moth borer
(Diatraea saccharalis crambidoides Grote) has been recog-
nized as being the worst pest of sugarcane in Louisiana.
In 1900 the Louisiana Experiment Station Entomologist be-
gan a study of the life history and control of this species.
The results of this study were reported in 1902.^
The U. S. Bureau of Entomology undertook a thorough
study of this pest about 1910 and established the Sugar
Cane Insect Laboratory at New Orleans in connection with
the Audubon Park Sugar Experiment Station. A very valu-
able report of this work was published in 1919.^
During recent years Messrs. T. H. Jones and William
G. Bradley, of the Louisiana Experiment Station, have
added numerous records particularly with reference to the
breeding of the cane borer in wild grasses found around
Baton Rouge. We are indebted to them also for a number
of the illustrations used in this bulletin.
Early recognition of the importance of borer develop-
ment in corn is shown by the following quotation from
Stubbs & Morgan, (^) page 912. "Corn is more succulent,
more rapid in development, and thus in the economy of the
borer assures the development of many more specimens
than if cane were the only food plant of the first two broods.
From the first appearance of young cane shoots up to June
the 1st or 15th, but few borers can be found on individual
(cane) plants (not more than five or six, commonly only two
(1) Louisiana Experiment Station Cir. No. 70, 1902, By Stubbs and Morgan.
(2) U. S. D. A. Bui. No. 746, 1919, Holloway & Loftin.
or three), while upon corn at this season as many as fifty-
six have been found upon a single stalk, while from fifteen
to thirty to the stalk is of usual occurrence."
In spite of this plainly important information, Louisi-
ana cane growers have continued to raise corn and cane to-
gether with no definite effort to limit the multiplication of
borers in either crop. The damage sustained by cane has
been estimated by Mr. Holloway and Mr. L. L. Janes, Agri-
cultural Statistician of Louisiana, at approximately 20%
of the crop in an average for a number of years. In 1925
the loss was the greatest ever sustained and amounted to
1/3 of the total crop of the State.
In the fall of 1925 the writers took up a study of the
cane borer and its control as their principal investigation.
The volume of work possible was greatly increased through
the special appropriation for Sugarcane Investigations as
made by the Louisiana Legislature in July, 1926. Mr. B. A.
Osterberger and Mr. C. L. Stracener have assisted materi-
ally in the field work on the borer. This Bulletin reports
particularly some of the more important observations re-
lating to the life history, habits and the attack of the borer
on corn, with special reference to the control of the pest
in corn which now seems to be practicable and advisable as
one important step in reducing the damage inflicted by this
pest to both corn and sugarcane.
Early Breeding in Corn vs. Cane
That cane borer larvae and pupae can be found usually
in corn far more readily than in cane up to the end of July is
a matter of common knowledge. It has, in fact, been so evi-
dent as to lead to the suggestion that the borer attack on
cane may be greatly decreased by eliminating altogether
the production of corn in any locality. However, it is now
evident that complete elimination of corn does not affect
greatly the number of borers passing through the winter
and emerging to lay their eggs in the spring. These moths
will be capable of depositing the same number of eggs
whether they lay them on corn or on cane. If no corn
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occurs in the locality, the moths will surely scatter their
eggs more widely through the cane fields and thus increase
the early season infestation in the cane. Our observations
agree with those of Stubbs and Morgan quoted above to
the effect that during the first two generations a larger
proportion of the eggs laid on corn produce adult moths than
is the case with the eggs laid on cane during that period.
Therefore where no corn is present through a large area,
the effect of the elimination of corn will be to scatter more
widely the infestation in cane and to increase the initial at-
tack but to decrease considerably the number of borers that
will become adult by the end of the second generation.
On the other hand, if corn is grown, even in garden
patches and small field areas, the moths emerging from
over-wintered larvae will concentrate their egg laying on
the more favorable corn in preference to the less favorable
cane. If then nothing is done to check their development in
the corn, there will be a considerable increase in attack on the
late corn and also an increased attack on the cane after the
corn crop has matured and the moths transfer their atten-
tion to the then more attractive cane.
Control in Corn Is Possible
Holloway states (loc.cit.) p. 53, "If the corn stalks could be
destroyed before the borer moths leave them, a large number
might be killed and the subsequent infestation reduced."
Both the field observations, and the actual experience of a
number of planters in 1926, indicate that it is entirely pos-
sible and practicable to so handle the borer-infested corn
as to check decidedly the multiplication of borers therein.
If this be done, it may be possible to continue the production
of corn, as most cane planters insist that they must do, but
to destroy a large proportion of the borers in the corn field
by cutting out and feeding green, or otherwise treating or
disposing of the actually infested stalks, so that the borers
will be killed before the moths emerge therefrom.
The immediate problem therefore is to so utilize corn
and the attraction of borers thereto as to take advantage of
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this concentration and thereby protect the later developing
fields of cane.
Seasonal History and Life History of Cane Borer
The following brief outline will help to give a clear
understanding of the principal facts underlying these cane
borer control recommendations.
The sugarcane borer passes the winter in Louisiana in
the larval stage only. The development of larvae through
the fall and winter may be greatly retarded and extend
over more than six months. The larvae grow slowly
through the winter until they become full-grown. Pupa-
tion (change to the moth stage) then occurs in the
spring soon after cane sprouting becomes general in the
fields. These over-wintering larvae may be found princi-
pally in the cane used for planting and in the thicker
parts of the top trash which is left on the surface of the
ground. They may sometimes occur abundantly also in the
stems and crowns of native large-stemmed grasses. Jones
and Bradley, in 1922 to 1923, found them quite abundant in
Panicum harbinode, and somewhat less common in Panicum
dichotomiflorum and also in Phanopyrum (Panicum) gym-
nocarpum. Only rarely does the sugarcane borer breed in
the various species of ''broom sedge'' (Andropogon spp.)
but another species known as Platytes densellus ZelL, which
resembles the cane borer closely in appearance and work
but is plainly smaller in size, does occur abundantly in the
"broom sedge." The cane borer does develop in sorghum
species and in the closely related "Johnson grass" {Sorghum
halepense L.)
During February, 1927, at Baton Rouge, some pupae
were found in stalks of corn and cane and the first moth
emerging from these pupae came out on March 3rd. The
moths coming from these over-wintering larvae are referred
to as "over-wintered moths." The time of their emergence
in the spring depends directly upon climatic conditions and
will be early or late as the season is early or late. The stage
of development in 1927 is at least four weeks ahead of that
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occurring in 1926 at Baton Rouge. The moths (PL I, fig. 1)
are divided in practically equal proportions between male
and female. The emergence occurs during dusk or at night
and the moths are active only during this period so they
are but rarely seen in the fields. The eggs (PI. I, fig. 2)
are laid in batches of from 15 to 50 usually, upon the most
favorable food plants that they can find. This means that
early-planted corn and the most thrifty-growing cane at-
tract most of the oviposition during the spring and early
summer. Later in the season, after corn has matured gen-
erally and the cane has increased in its growth, the cane
becomes relatively much more attractive. However, very
late-maturing corn may be completely riddled by the borers.
•
Borer Development and Generations
According to Mr. T. E. Holloway of the Sugarcane In-
sect Laboratory, who has given much attention to this mat-
ter, the periods required for the various stages in borer de-
velopment are approximately as follows:
STAGE Minimum Maximum Average
The egg stage requires usually 4 to ^ ~ ^^^^
The larval stage requires usually 20 to 35 — 28
days
The pupal (brown) stage, usually 7 to 21 — 2
days
Full development requires usually 31 to 65 — 42
days
As the borer larvae grow they shed their skins and as
a rule five distinct sizes or stages of larvse may be recog-
nized. The first two larval stages feed usually in the leaf
roll. The third stage may occur in the mid-ribs of leaves
or may burrow into the tender part of the stalk, generally
at about the growing point. The fourth and fifth stages
occur usually farther down the stalk (PI. I, fig. 3) and their
entrance holes into the joints of corn or cane, or their emerg-
ence holes therefrom, are much larger and more easily
recognized. One larva may bore into several joints during
its period of development. When full-grown and ready to
pupate, (PI. I, fig. 5) the larva cuts an opening to the outside
that is just large enough for the emergence of the moth.
The larva then retires into its burrow and closes the opemng
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to the outside with coarse chips or frass. Behind this loose
protection the pupa (PL I, fig. 4) is then formed and the
transformation to the moth stage occurs. The moth pushes
the loose frass aside, or to the outside, and thus escapes
during the night. They are ready to lay eggs by the second
night.
In the work at Baton Rouge in 1926, the various stages
in borer development were recorded on each date as they
were found throughout the season. These records were se-
cured principally during the process of cutting up large
numbers of stalks of corn and cane throughout the season.
(See PI. II, fig. 3.) This work was free from any abnormal
effect that might occur in insectary or laboratory methods
of breeding work. •
GEKERATIONS of SUGARCAHE borer in IOUISIAHA, 1926
SEASONAL HISTORY
*
Jan. Feb. March April May June
Hibernating Brood
<i;;3||]^^Firs1 Brood
July Aug. Sept. Oot. Nov. Dec.
Second Brood
ds^
"
L<:;;;;;;^2^""Third & Fourth Broo
Hibernating Brood - Fifth
The field examinations show that in 1926 over-winter-
ing moths began to lay eggs for the first generation in the
southern part of Louisiana after April 1 and at Baton Rouge
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after April 15. The first 1926 generation was easily dis-
tinguishable and occurred principally between May 1 and
June 30. The second generation began about June 15 and
ended August 15, by which time the corn crop generally
was matured. Thereafter the borers were found principally
in cane. The third and fourth generations overlapped de-
cidedly and together covered the period from about August
1 to November 10. The fifth, and hibernating generation,
began about October 10 and has continued through the
winter. The general distribution of generations for the
season of 1926 is shown in the above diagram.
Borer Occurrence in Spring of 1927
In the spring of 1927 full-grown larvse were found far
more abundantly than the year before. The first pupse were
taken in the fields at Baton Rouge on February 9 and 10,
which is six weeks earlier than pupse were found in 1926.
Field examinations made through February and the
early part of March have shown a living borer population of
at least 1,000 full-grown larvse and pupse per acre in a field
of stubble cane grown on upland and where the drainage is
fairly good. Less than 15% of the larvse were dead in un-
burned top trash. The minimum temperature for the winter
of 1926 to 1927 at Baton Rouge, Experiment Station, has
been only 22 degrees F. and the temperature has been to
32 degrees or lower only seven times during the winter.
Most of the mortality found has occurred apparently from
water covering the infested stalks in the lower spots rather
than from cold.
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The borer population in cane and in corn stalks is indi-
cated in the following tables
:
SUGARCANE BORER HIBERNATION IN CANE
EXAMINATIONS AT BATON ROUGE, 1927.
Date Variety Location
No.
Stalks
TOPS
BURNED
4) 4)
« « (ana
> > > rt
TOPS
UNBURNED
> > > B3
h (Ujo
1/24 P. 0. J. 234 Cut 12, Sq. 3 100 6 7 8 1
1/24 D-74 Cut 8, Sq. 3 100 2 20 17 13
1/24 U. S. Seedlings Cut 7X 100 2 5
2/8 (Mixed) Upland (B.R.) 110 10 1
2/9 (Mixed) it 575
•
119 12
2/9 (Mixed) it 180 14 4
2/10 (Mixed) 320 32 0
2/11 D-74 & Cay. 10 Cinclare 200 13 2
,
[HAD BEEN BURNED
2/11 D-95& Purple 200 0 3 &. PLOWED)
2/16 (Mixed) Upland (B.R.) 250 42 6
2/16 (Mixed) it 180 30 3
2/17 (Mixed) >> 415 20 9
3/4 (Mixed) 740 42 39
TOTALS 3470 87 93 274 45
An examination of the foregoing figures shows that the
burning of trash results in a decided increase in the mor-
tality among the borers. Slightly more than half of the
larvse were dead in the burned area while 86% were still
alive in the unburned areas. Of course additional mortality
will occur in both areas before the emergence is complete.
The conclusion appears to be plain that where burning is
practiced it should be done as early as possible in the winter
in order to secure the maximum control effect upon the
borers. So far as total control effect upon borer survival
through the winter is concerned, it appears now that plow-
ing and the burial of stalks and trash is far more effective
than merely burning over the fields.
So far as we can learn, the possibility of the sugarcane
borer passing the winter successfully in old, dry corn stalks
has not been considered a serious factor in the borer prob-
lem. However, this season it appears that this may be at
times, and in some localities, a very important factor when
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corn stalks are not turned under. An indication of this
possibility is shown in the following brief table.
SUGARCANE BORER HIBERNATION IN OLD CORN STALKS
EXAMINATIONS AT BATON ROUGE, 1927.
DATE
Approximate
Date, Corn
Maturity, '26
No.
Stalks
Exam'd
Row
—
Distance,
Feet
Stages
Alive
Stages
Dead
2/15 August 15 180 480 4 3
2/23 August 15 133 234 3 1
3/3 August 15 150 417 1 0
3/3 July 30 200 (AFTER PLOWING) 2 0
3/7 August 15 515 1494 5 12
3/8 "Late" 100 102 0 0
3/8 August 15 150 174 6 0
TOTALS 1428 2901+ 21 16
The corn examined above was not particularly heavily
infested by borers in 1926. The fields were not what would
be considered very late in maturity. It is surprising to find
so many living borer stages in material that would seem to
have been unfit for food for them during a period of more
than six months. Evidently the effect of such unfavorable
food is to retard greatly the rate of development of the
larvae. It is apparently possible for the life period of a
single individual to cover the period from August when the
eggs are deposited to the emergence and death of the adult
during the following April or May.
It is a well known fact that exceptionally late-maturing
corn is subject to extremely heavy infestation. Jones and
Bradley record on August 24, 1923, in a field of late corn
which was then in tassel and developing ears, as high as
63 larvae and pupae in a single stalk. On September 5, 1923,
ten stalks of corn from this field yielded a total of 462 larvse,
pupse and empty pupal cases. Undoubtedly the chance of
winter survival in the stalks of such late-maturing corn is
as great as in cane.
The sugarcane borer also hibernates successfully and
extensively in rice stubble. At Baton Rouge on January 3,
1923, Mr. T. H. Jones captured 57 sugarcane borer larvae
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in the crowns and stems of rice stubble. In this same locality
all borer larvse had been found in full-grown stage on No-
vember 6 preceding. These larvae were placed on rice stools
in cages out of doors and adult moths issued therefrom
April 10 to May 15, 1923.
This ability of the borers to hibernate successfully in
such materials as old dry corn stalks, rice stubble, and in
the stems of Johnson grass and native wild grasses will
undoubtedly explain the serious damage which has been
sustained frequently in areas producing corn or rice princi-
pally but where little, if any, cane is grown within a dis-
tance of several miles. These observations show plainly that
such trash as may be favorable for sugarcane borer hiber-
nation should be buried as completely as possible before the
borer moths emerge therefrom. Undoubtedly such burial
may constitute the most effective action that the planter can
take in reducing the over-wintering of borers and in pre-
venting damage to both corn and cane early in the season.
Recognizing Young Borer Work on Corn
and Cane Leaves
The borer-infested stalks may be picked out easily and
very accurately by simply watching the leaves for the signs
of the young borer feeding which appear as very small per-
forations through the blade of the leaf. These tiny holes
are usually clean-cut and frequently arranged in groups of
from three to five perforations extending in a straight line
across the blade of the leaf. (See PL II, fig. 1.) This type of
feeding work is absolutely characteristic of first stage cane
borer larvse. It can be distinguished easily from the work
of the corn ear worm, or cotton boll worm (Heliothis ohso-
leta Fab.) which may also feed in corn particularly pro-
ducing larger and more ragged holes, but never burrows into
the stalk as does the sugarcane borer.
The cane borer moths lay their eggs in batches of from
15 to 50 on either the upper or under surface of the leaves
(See PI. I, fig. 2.) and usually at a point where they ap-
proach a horizontal position. The eggs hatch in about a week
and the young larvae make their way to the leaf roll of the
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Plate II.
Sugarcane Borer Work on Corn
Fig. 1, typical first stage larval feeding effect on leaves; fig. 2,
larval work in corn stalks and ears; fig. 3, cutting up corn stalks to
determine accurately infestation, stage of borer development, genera-
tions and insecticidal control. Photo, fig. 2, by T. H. Jones.
plant. This is undoubtedly their most favorable, and possibly
their only successful, feeding place. In the leaf roll these first
stage larvse feed usually by boring straight through the roll
at a number of points where the tissue is very tender. When
the leaves unroll these feeding places will appear in the
characteristic regular transverse arrangement noted above.
As the larvse grow larger their feeding work appears on
the somewhat older leaves close to the roll and is likely
to be more irregular in outline and may extend entirely
through the leaf or with the epidermis of the leaf left intact
on one surface. Third stage larvse frequently burrow into
the mid-rib of a recently unrolled leaf and their feeding
there so weakens the leaf that it is likely to break down at
that point. Borer feeding work on leaves is the first and
plainest sign of infestation.
Not All Corn Fields will be Infested
In considering this matter of controlling the borers
developing in corn, it is important to know that the infesta-
tion is likely to occur only in part of the corn area. The
first generation will undoubtedly infest garden corn gen-
erally and some of the early planted field corn. It appears
that the moths upon emergence go to the corn which is in
a stage of growth that is attractive and favorable for the
development of the larvse so that they will reach maturity at
about the time that the corn itself is maturing. It appears,
as a rule, that corn is attractive when it is growing thriftily
and is from 2 to 4 feet in height. The infestation is likely
to be heaviest on the outer edges of the corn field and espe-
cially on the side toward the source from which the over-
wintered moths are coming.
In actual practice therefore, it is very easy to keep track
of the borer infestation by watching the garden patches of
corn and the edges of the fields of early corn and noting
approximately what proportion of the stalks show the typi-
cal feeding work of the young borers on the upper leaves.
This can be watched easily from horseback or while walking
through the rows. If more than one stalk in twenty shows
borer work, we would consider the infestation as heavy
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enough to demand control measures. The farm superintend-
ents or overseers should keep close track of this matter and
know where borer control work needs to be applied.
Recognizing the Stage of Borer Development
in the Stalks
It is important to keep track of the development of the
borers in any field of corn so that the infested corn may be
removed in time to prevent the emergence of a very large
proportion of the moths therefrom. The condition of borer
development within the stalks may be found easily by simply
splitting open a number of the infested stalks and watching
for the occurrence therein of full-grown larvse, pupae or
empty pupal skins in the butt portions of these stalks. (See
PL I, fig. 5.) If most of the larvae are full-grown, but no
pupse are found, it is safe to assume that there is at least
a week more time within which infested stalks may be
removed gradually, and as they are needed for feed, without
allowing moths to mature and emerge. If many pupse are
present, but no empty pupal skins are found, there is no time
to be lost in getting rid of the corn. If there are more
empty pupal skins found than there are living pupse and
full-grown larvse, it shows that most of the moths of that
generation have already escaped and therefore that the
removal of the corn will be proportionately less effective in
borer control.
Proper Time to Dispose of Infested Corn
Such examination of the corn stalks as has been de-
scribed above will show clearly the proper time for disposing
of the stalks. The external signs shown in the stage of
growth of the corn may be correlated with the borer devel-
opment fairly closely after a number of examinations have
been made.
It appears to be true, as a rule, that the borers reach
the pupal stage at about the time that the corn tassels and
ears are formed. The injury to a heavily infested stalk is
often so great as to prevent the normal development of the
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ear (PI. II, fig. 2) and the stalk may be stunted in growth
or, in extreme cases, completely killed. Corn should be
watched closely for the stage of borer infestation at the
time that tasseling begins. It is far better to start rather
early than to wait a few days too long in cutting out borer-
infested corn. This is particularly important with regard
to the first generation.
Control of First Generation is Most Important
It is undoubtedly true that more good can be accom-
plished with less work by concentrating the borer control
effort on corn for the first generation of borers. There are
several reasons for this conclusion.
1st—The generation is more clearly defined and definitely
localized.
2nd—The number of borers and of infested corn stalks to
be dealt with is smaller with this generation than at any other
time.
3rd—Reduction in the number of moths emerging from the
first generation must necessarily result in a continuing and ben-
eficial reduction throughout the entire season.
4th—The reduction in the first generation can be accom-
plished, in most cases, without resorting to any special planting
of corn for deliberate trapping purposes.
Removing and Disposing of Infested Corn
In 1926 it was found that ordinary plantation labor
could be taught in a few minutes to recognize the borer-
infested stalks so accurately that more than 90% of the
borers could be removed from the corn field usually by cut-
ting out and disposing of only from 5% to 20% of the corn
stalks. Uninfested stalks may be left to mature their grain.
If more than 25% of the stalks are infested, it will probably
be advisable to cut and remove all stalks. Wagons could then
be used in removing the large volume of corn that would
have to be handled.
Infested stalks should be cut at or just below the sur-
face of the ground as many borers may be found within the
first (5 or 8 inches above the ground. If two or three stalks
16
SUGARCANE BORER
INFESTATION; CORN VS. CANE
MAY, 1926
DATE
(0N
0)
LOCATION
i Total Stalks Infested
_
Stalks
g
%
In-
festation
Total Canes
CANE
V (A
4-1 4)
* a
%
In-
festation
May 4 Baton Rouge 278 0.0 0.0
12 Baton Rouge 128 0.0 0.0 13,658 0.01
14 Baton Rouge 696 0 0.0
Baton Rouge 5755 86 1.49
21 Baton Rouge 5,410 62 1.14
25 Baton Rouge 8,260 30 0.36
26 Baton Rouge 2146 69 3.21 10,354 93 0.89
27 Baton Rouge 7209 351 4.86
28 Baton Rouge 878 10 1.13 2,877 22 0.76
31 Baton Rouge 35 11 31.42
TOTALS .16,429 527 3.20 41,255 209 0.50
SUGARCANE BORER
INFESTATION; CORN VS. CANE
JUNE, 1926
DATE LOCATION CORN CANE
S «5 ll il 3i |s il
^2 'to ^«
June 14 Port Allen 1,419 201 14.16
15 Baton Rouge 11,244 287 2.55
16 Baton Rouge
17 Baton Rouge 3,722 137 3.68
18 Baton Rouge 4,505 202 4.48
19 Baton Rouge 1,600 76 4.75
21 Lobdell 700 116 16.57
22 Baton Rouge 2,208 253 11.45
23 Baton Rouge 5,300 88 1.66
24 Baton Rouge 14,099 153 1.08
25 Lobdell 1,000 15 1.50
29 Brusly 3,356 113 3.36
30 Brusly 3,491 22 0.63
882 63 7.13
32,000 241 0.75
26,683 104 0.38
20,707 104 0.50
600 0 0.00
8,000 109 1.36
11,700 350 2.98
18,214 205 1.12
26,898 69 0.25
TOTALS 52,644 1,663 3.15 145,684 1,245 0.85
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are standing very closely together in the same hill, it may
be advisable to cut all stalks in the hill as some half-grown
borer larvae may crav^l along the overlapping leaves from
the originally infested stalk v^hich shows the leaf perfora-
tions to an adjacent stalk which will not show the feeding
work of the young larvse.
In field practice a workman can watch two rows of corn
as he walks along and with a cane knife cut out the infested
stalks leaving them lying on the ground between the rows
and in favorable position for a second man following to
pick them up and carry them to the turn row. Under aver-
age 1926 infestation conditions, two men could thus cover
about one acre per hour. The infested stalks should be
removed from the field the same day that they are cut and
their forage value may be saved by feeding them immedi-
ately to farm work animals, cattle or hogs.
Special attention must be given to destroying the harder
butt portions in which most of the pupae will occur. If these
are not eaten by cattle, they may be fed to hogs, run through
a stalk-chopping machine, buried in a deep furrow, or sub-
merged in water so that no moths may emerge therefrom.
Where large amounts of corn have to be handled, the forage
value may be saved fully and the borers destroyed com-
pletely by running the stalks through a chopping machine
and into a silo. Stalk shredders may be utilized in some
cases.
Insecticidal Control in Corn
Where the corn is not needed for forage or where it is
felt that it would be better to treat the borers in the field
than to attempt the removal of stalks, the borers may be
controlled largely by a hand dusting program. In this case
the treatment would be given to accomplish the maximum
borer control without regard to the burning of the corn
foliage that might result. For this work a straight
sodium silicofiuoride dust might be used, or if it is desired
to reduce the burning effect and sacrifice also a small per-
centage of borer control, then the commercial material
should be mixed with one-tenth of its weight of fresh hy-
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drated lime. The dust may be applied by a knapsack bellows
type dusters (such as the American Beauty or Vermorel) or
by a rotary fan type duster (such as the Root) which is
used commonly in cotton dusting work. Among the manu-
facturers of sodium silicofluoride are the Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Company, the Grasselli Chemical Company, Jung-
mann & Company, the Superfos Company and many others.
Where corn is dusted in the field it will be advisable to
give two or more applications at intervals of from ten to
fifteen days for each generation, beginning a week after
the first leaf perforations are found. The corn must be
examined row by row and a puff of the dust applied to the
top of each infested stalk and hill as is shown by the leaf
signs which have been described. Considerable burning of
the corn must be expected with the materials now available
but this injury will be less than that inflicted by the borers
if they are not controlled and will not prevent the subse-
quent use of the fodder and ears for livestock if such use
is desired.
In the 1926 experimental tests a single dust application
such as has been described above was found to destroy from
60% to 80% of the young borers feeding in the leaf rolls
and tops and from 50% to 60% of the larger larvae which
had burrowed into the stalks. The treatment even destroyed
a small percentage of the pupae. It should be expected that
with a second application for the same generation a consid-
erably higher degree of control would be secured. The
dusted stalks may be left growing in the field to produce
whatever grain they may and the ears may be harvested
with the general crop. Such treatment will usually require
only from three to five pounds of dust per acre and a work-
man should be able to cover about one acre per hour. The
cost for the dusting machine will be about $20.00 but this
machine may be used for other insect control problems re-
quiring dusting.
With reference to the foregoing table it should be
stated that the percentage found dead at the time the exam-
ination was made cannot be considered as a complete record
of the kill actually resulting from the treatment. There are
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SUGARCANE BORER CONTROL IN CORN
BY DUSTING WITH SODIUM SILICOFLUORIDE
(Examined 3 to 5 days after treatment.)
Date
Dusted
.
.
,
No. ofMaterial
^^^^^^
^^^^ Exam'd
NO. LARVAE FOUND
Alive Dead
,Dead
Jr oliag^e
Burning
July 6 «J UllgiJ.iClli.ll O XU.A.L1 CL JUilfellb 55 57 112 66 Severe
" 6 37 43 89 67 Severe
" 7 AlnmimTm flnnT*lHp 50 33 81 71 Severe
" 7 VV Idl Ud feUU.. oim^^JiiuvJi 1U.C— 48 43 37 45 Severe
" 14 Jung."Ex.Lt."+10% H.lime 56 44 97 69 Slight
" 14 Jung."Ex.Lt."+25% H.lime 50 40 55 58 Slight
" 14 41 17 34 67 Severe
" 14 Cryolite 56 26 44 63 Moderate
" 15 Jungmann's "Light" 52 20 19 49 Severe
" 23 Jungmann's "Light" 62 18 39 68.4 Severe
" 23 Jung. "Lt." + 10% H. lime 49 33 21 38.8 Severe
" 23 Jung. "Lt." + 10% Sulphur 53 25 20 44.4 Severe
" 23 Va.- Carolina 24 8 15 65.2 Severe
" 23 Va.-Carolina + 10% H. lime 59 23 38 61.9 Severe
TO'TALS 692 430 701 62.
several reasons for this statement. First, the killing effect
of sodium silicofluoride applications was found to be dis-
tributed over a period of more than tv^o weeks and in spite
of the occurrence of as much as three (3) inches of rain-
fall during this period. If examinations were made within
the first three or four days after the treatment, the percent-
age found dead would be lower than the actual kill because
the time elapsed had been insufficient to allow for the full
effect to be shown. The maximum percentages of dead
larvse were found usually when examinations were made
five or six days after the dust was applied. It was evident
that after this time many of the first and second stage larvse
which had been killed in the tops of the plants had com-
pletely disappeared through decomposition, the growth of
the plant, effect of winds, rains, etc. Furthermore, some of
the larger stages which were among the first killed in their
burrows would be so decomposed that the remains were not
recognized. Second, in the handling of stalks during the
process of cutting them up for these close examinations
many of the dead stages in the tops would become displaced
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and lost. Living larvae were practically all located and their
relative proportion as recorded would therefore be much
higher than the proportion of dead larvae found.
It appears therefore that the percentage of dead larvae
shown in the foregoing table is a very conservative figure
and undoubtedly indicates a considerably lower degree of
control than actually occurred in this work.
SUGARCANE BORER CONTROL ON CORN BY DUSTING
SHOWING KILL FOR EACH LARVAL STAGE
Baton Rouge, La., July 6-10, 1926, and July 13-19, 1926.
LARVAL STAGE or "INSTAR"
Materied
Used Alivo
1st
a
u
Q
2nd
> rt
< Q
Alive
3rd
(I
Q
Alive
4th
(5
Q
Sth
«
-a
.t «
< Q
Va.-Car. Sod. sifl.
% Kill, eacli stage
0 4 6 15
( 1
2 4
67
21 42
67
14 24
63
Jung. "Extra Light"
% Kill, each st^age
0 0 4 44
92
32 43
57
19 17
47
1 8
89
Artificial Cryolite
% Kill, each stage
s 5
3S
6 3
33
33 50
60
25 <
22
6 4
40
Alum, silicofl.
% Kill, each stage
0 0 1 10
91
15 22
59
15 41
73
1 8
89
J. "Ex. Lt."— lOTc L.
% Kill, each stage
0 0 3 5
63
14 40
74
16 40
72
"~To n
52
J. "Ex. Lt."— 25% L.
% Kill, each stage
0 0 4 3
43
11 12
52
15 25
63
9 15
63
Va.-Car. Sod. sifl.
% Kill, each stage
0 0 0 0 12 1
8
2 IS
90
3 15
S3
Artificial Cryolite
% Kill, each stage
0 0 0 0 7 16
69
4 9
69
12 19
61
Tot. No., each stage
Av. Kill, each stage
8 9
53
24 SO
77
126 188
60
117 199
63
56 104
65
From the foregoing table it will be seen that the
percentage of kill in each larval stage, with the principal
materials tested, is quite consistently uniform. The total
number of larv^ recovered was 911 and the average per-
centage of kill for this entire lot was 63.7%. It is interest-
ing and very important to notice that the average percentage
of kill among third, fourth and fifth stage larvae ranged
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from 60% to 65%, with an average of over 62%. These
stages occurred almost entirely in burrows within the heart
of the corn stalks.
Planting Corn for Trapping Borers
According to the best information at present available,
special trap plantings do not need to be made in large areas
but will be most effective if placed systematically at fre-
quent intervals so that they may be easily accessible for
removal from the field and easily accessible also to the
moths that may be flying around the cane fields. It seems
that corn is most attractive when it is growing luxuriantly
in rather thick masses but not necessarily in large areas.
Trap corn should therefore be well fertilized with nitrate
of soda and kept cultivated as well as is the cane. Scattered
single stalks of stunted yellow corn do not constitute a
*'trap."
For trap purposes, corn may be planted in short strips
at or near the corners of cane cuts, in ''skips" in the cane
rows or along ditch-bank rows. There is no need to duplicate
the planting on each side of a cut. It appears now that trap
plantings along one ditch row, or across the ends at one
turn row, will be sufficient for each cut of cane. Space
should be planned however to allow for succeeding plantings
of trap corn as they may need to be made. Replanting on
the same ground from which corn is removed for- one gen-
eration will bring the corn into proper growth to attract
the moths maturing from the next generation.
It does not appear to be necessary to make any special
planting of corn to concentrate the oviposition of the over-
wintered moths. Advantage should be taken, however, of
all corn planted in gardens for early roasting ears and also
of all early planted field corn as it occurs. In such corn the
major part of the first generation of borers is almost sure
to be produced. This early planted corn may be considered
altogether as being the first planting for borer concentration.
The second planting of trap corn, to catch the eggs laid
by the first spring generation of moths as they emerge from
the early corn, should be made at approximately the time
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that the over-wintering moths are laying most of their eggs.
This will be at the time that the feeding work of the first
generation young larvae is seen commonly in the earliest
corn. A special trap planting may be made at this time or
advantage may be taken of the occurrence of the later
planted field com to concentrate the second generation. The
third planting made four or five weeks after the second, or
as the first generation moths are active and young borer
work appears in the leaf rolls, should be in attractive con-
dition to concentrate the moths of the second generation.
At present it appears that it is advisable to make a fourth
planting of corn about one month after the third.
It has been suggested that sorghum should be used in
place of corn as a trap for borers. However, further obser-
vation will be necessary to show whether sorghum is as
attractive as corn in Louisiana. Our observations in 1926
failed to show any extensive infestation in sorghum in locali-
ties where some varieties of sugarcane even were quite
heavily infested at the time. Further tests of various sor-
ghum varieties as attractants in comparison with varieties
of corn and cane will be conducted in 1927. Possibly the
principal advantage of sorghum, if usable at all, will lie in
its capacity for sprouting a new crop after each cutting so
that replanting would not be necessary.
It appears at the present time that the stage of growth
and the thrifty, rapid-growing condition of corn are probably
more important than variety in attractiveness as a borer
trap crop. However in 1926, in various locations, some ex-
ceptionally heavy infestations were found in fields of pop
corn and of Silver Mine corn being grown for roasting ears.
It is not yet certain that sweet corn varieties are especially
advisable for trap corn planting. From present informa-
tion it would seem that such varieties as St. Charles White
and Creole Yellow may well be used for the earlier plantings
and Mexican June corn or Laguna for late-growing trap
plantings.
Summarizing the matter of time of planting of corn
for trapping cane borers, we believe that the first regularly
planted corn in gardens or fields may be depended upon to
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concentrate the eggs of the over-wintered moths. Special
attention should be given to destroying the borers developing
in this early corn. The second planting of corn, whether
made in regular field practice or deliberately planted as a
trap, should be planted at about the time that the feeding
work of the young first generation larvse is seen on the
earlier corn. The third and fourth plantings may be made
at intervals of from four to five weeks each following the
second planting. It is probable that the latest planting should
be put into silage or shredded at the proper time for borer
control.
Warning must be given against the general practice of
planting corn throughout the cane fields where the stands
are poor. This practice as often followed provides a very
favorable breeding place for the borers but under such con-
ditions that it is very inconvenient, or practically impossible
to remove the infested corn from the fields in an economical
way. The final effect upon the cane is likely to be disastrous.
It would seem that where the stand of cane is too poor to
allow a possibly profitable crop it would be better to put
in what may be a good crop of soy beans planted either
broadcast, alone or interplanted.
Corn Trapping Is Not Entire Solution of
Borer Control Problem
It is not expected that the sugarcane borer may be con-
trolled entirely by even the most thorough-going application
of these trapping methods applied to corn. There is every
reason to believe, however, that this inexpensive and easily
applicable plantation work may reduce the first generation
of borers in a very important degree and thus reduce the
subsequent attack on later corn and on cane throughout the
season. If, later in the season, the borer conditions become
serious, there will then be every opportunity and reason for
applying in addition the insecticidal control measures which
may be most advisable on cane.
Conclusions
1. Sugarcane borer moths prefer to lay their eggs on
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thrifty-growing corn rather than on cane when such corn
is available.
2. The first two generations of borers develop princi-
pally in corn in areas where corn is grown at all commonly.
3. A larger proportion of the borer eggs laid on corn
produce moths than happens with the eggs laid on cane.
4. Borer hibernation occurs in the larval stage and
larvse survive largely in the top trash which is left exposed
on the surface of the ground.
5. Water standing in the furrows and covering such
trash kills the borers therein. This water controlling effect
is more important than control by low temperatures during
most winters in Louisiana.
6. The thorough burial of trash, either before or after
burning, is an exceedingly important factor in borer control
and should apply to corn stalks as well as to cane trash.
7. Ordinary burning off of trash does not destroy more
than one-third of the borer larvae therein but does expose
the surviving larvae to greater chance of subsequent destruc-
tion by water or by unfavorable climatic condition.
8. Burning of trash should be followed by such plow-
ing under of unburned remnants as will prevent the emerg-
ence of moths therefrom. Such plowing will be the main
dependence in destroying borers hibernating in rice fields
or Johnson grass areas.
9. Sugarcane borers produce five or six generations in
. Louisiana. There was practically no parasitic control on the
first two generations on either corn or cane in 1926.
10. The presence of the cane borers is shovm first and
most plainly by the very small leaf perforations made by the
first and second stage larvae while working in the leaf roll.
This work appears more commonly on corn up to about
August 1st.
11. Not all corn fields will show borer infestation but
certain fields will be found to have concentrated their attack.
12. The stage of borer development, and the proper
time for destroying infested corn, is shown clearly by split-
ting open a number of stalks which show the leaf perfo-
rations.
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13. More good can be accomplished with less effort by
concentrating the control work on the first generation of
borers.
14. Infested corn may be identified by ordinary plan-
tation labor and can be removed from the fields and fed
green to farm animals or otherwise disposed of so as to
prevent the emergence of moths. The uninfested stalks may
be allowed to stand and mature their crop of grain.
15. Insecticidal control may be applied to infested corn
by hand dusting methods but with considerable burning of
foliage with most of the sodium silicofluoride materials now
available. Four applications will be necessary to cover de-
velopment during the first two generations. In 1926 experi-
ments approximately two-thirds of the borers present were
destroyed by one application to corn.
16. Sodium silicofluoride applications are dissolved in
dews and rains thus washing the entire stalk. An increasing
percentage of kill occurs during the first week after applica-
tion and a diminishing percentage continues for more than
another week. This means that a considerably higher degree
of control occurs altogether than can be found in any single
examination of treated stalks.
17. The percentage of kill among fourth and fifth stage
larvse in corn averaged practically as high as that for the
first three larval stages.
18. For concentrating borer oviposition during the
first and second generations so that control in corn may be
accomplished most economically, advantage should be taken
of the regularly planted early garden and field corn or any
later planted field corn. These areas may be supplemented
and the concentration on corn made more distinct and dur-
ing a longer period by special planting of trap corn areas.
19. The indiscriminate interplanting of corn in poor
stands of cane is not a safe or advisable practice.
20. To constitute a real "trap" corn should be from
two to four feet in height, rather closely planted in the row,
well cultivated and fertilized and in thrifty growing condi-
tion at the time that the borer moths are active and laying
their eggs for each generation.
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